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Since its very first isolation by Pelletier and Walter in 1837,[1]

the formation mechanisms and role of the toluene molecule
(C6H5CH3) 1 (Scheme 1) in extraterrestrial environments and
combustion flames have received considerable attention from
astrochemists[2, 3] as well as from the combustion[4] and the

physical-organic chemistry communities.[5–7] Toluene portrays
the simplest representative of an alkyl-substituted benzene
molecule with the methyl group enhancing the reactivity
toward radical and electrophile aromatic substitution com-
pared to benzene.[8] It is further considered as a crucial
building block to form methyl-substituted polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) such as 1- and 2-methylnaphtha-
lene.[9–13] In combustion flames, the formation of phenyl-
acetylene 2, styrene 3, and biphenyl 4 (Scheme 1) can be
rationalized through phenyl addition. Atomic hydrogen is
eliminated upon reaction of the phenyl radical with acetylene
(C2H2),[14] ethylene (C2H4),[15] and benzene (C6H6).[16] The
analogous reaction of the phenyl radical with methane (CH4)
does not lead to toluene, but solely to benzene plus a methyl
radical (CH3) through hydrogen abstraction.[17] Consequently,
the formation routes of toluene in combustion flames and in
the interstellar medium have not been unraveled to date.
Here, we show that the reaction of the ethynyl radical (CCH;
C2H) with isoprene (2-methyl-1,3-butadiene; C5H8) presents
a facile, barrierless route to the toluene molecule in a single
collision event in the gas phase through the reaction of two

acyclic precursor molecules. This reaction is also of interest to
the physical-organic chemistry community since it represents
a benchmark system to untangle the formation of a methyl-
substituted aromatic molecule through radical substitution
reactions involving successive isomerizations through cycliza-
tion and hydrogen shifts.

Reactive scattering signal from the reaction of
[D1]ethynyl radical C2D(X2S+) with isoprene (C5H8; X1A’)
was monitored at mass-to-charge ratios (m/z) of 93 (C7H7D

+),
92 (C7H6D

+/C7H8
+), and 91 (C7H5D

+/C7H7
+). The signal at m/

z = 93 originates from the C7H7D product(s) formed through
atomic hydrogen loss, whereas ion counts at m/z = 92 could
have two contributions: an atomic deuterium loss connected
to the formation of C7H8 products or dissociative ionization of
C7H7D products in the electron impact ionizer of the detector.
The signal at m/z = 91 may depict two contributions from
dissociative electron impact ionization of C7H7D and/or
C7H6D product molecules. However, all data could be fit
with the product mass combinations of 93 amu (C7H7D) plus
1 amu (H). This finding suggests the existence of a [D1]ethynyl
(C2D, 26 amu) versus atomic hydrogen replacement channel
and the gas-phase synthesis of a molecule with the molecular
formula C7H7D (Figure 1). Considering that the [D1]ethynyl
reactant does not have a hydrogen atom, the hydrogen atom is
emitted from the isoprene molecule. The laboratory angular
distribution (Figure 2) extends at least 408 within the scatter-
ing plane and peaks close to the center-of-mass angle at 41.1�
1.28. These results suggest indirect scattering dynamics
through C7H8D complex(es).

Scheme 1. Toluene 1, phenylacetylene 2, styrene 3, and biphenyl 4.

Figure 1. Time-of-flight spectra of reactively scattered species recorded
at mass-to-charge, m/z, 93 (C7H7D

+) in the reaction of [D1]ethynyl
radicals with isoprene. The circles represent the experimental data,
and the solid line represents the best fit to the data.
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Having established that the reaction of the [D1]ethynyl
radical with isoprene leads to C7H7D(s) plus atomic hydrogen,
we extract now information on the reaction mechanism. The
center-of-mass (CM) translational energy distribution, P(ET),
and the angular distribution, T(q), (Figure 3) help us to gain
these insights. The maximum translational energy, Emax, of
420� 45 kJmol�1 reflects the sum of the reaction energy plus
the collision energy for those molecules born without internal

excitation. After the subtraction of the collision energy of
51.3� 1.8 kJmol�1, the reaction is determined to be exoergic
by 369� 47 kJmol�1. Further, the translational energy distri-
bution shows a distribution maximum (Pmax(ET)) around
25 kJ mol�1 indicating a tight exit transition state of the
decomposing collision complex. Finally, 30� 5 % of the
available energy is released, on average, into the translational
degrees of freedom of the reaction products. This order of
magnitude indicates indirect scattering dynamics. We are
gaining additional information on the reaction dynamics from
the center-of-mass angular distribution. This distribution
depicts intensity over the complete angular range from 08 to
1808 suggesting indirect scattering dynamics through C7H8D
reaction intermediate(s).[18] Further, the T(q) distribution is
forward–backward symmetric with respect to 908 indicating
a long-lived intermediate(s). Finally, the distribution max-
imum at 908 hints to geometrical constraints in the reaction so
that the hydrogen atom is ejected almost perpendicular to the
rotational plane of the decomposing complex.[19]

In case of polyatomic reactants, it is useful to merge the
results from the crossed-beam experiments with electronic
structure calculations (Figure 4). The calculations were con-
ducted for the reaction of ethynyl with isoprene; the replace-
ment of the hydrogen atom by a deuterium in ethynyl results
in energetics, which differ because of distinct zero-point
vibrational energies, by less than 2 kJmol�1. The ethynyl
radical adds without any entrance barrier to any of the four
chemically nonequivalent carbon atoms C1 to C4 of the
isoprene reactant leading to intermediates INT1 to INT4.
These intermediates undergo unimolecular decomposition
through atomic hydrogen and/or methyl group loss yielding
six noncyclic reaction products (p1–p6) in overall exoergic
(40–150 kJmol�1) reactions. The electronic structure calcula-
tions also identified reaction pathways to two cyclic reaction
products: benzene (C6H6) and toluene (C6H5CH3) formed by
a methyl group and atomic hydrogen losses (Figure 4b). Both
intermediates INT1 and INT4 can isomerize through ring
closures leading to INT5 and INT6. These isomers are
interconnected by a [3,4]-hydrogen shift. Considering the
energetics and barrier heights, the addition of the ethynyl
radical to either C1 or to C4 leads eventually to INT5 and
INT6. The latter were found to undergo facile hydrogen shifts
to INT7 and INT8. These intermediates decompose by atomic
hydrogen loss forming toluene in an overall exoergic reaction
(370 kJmol�1). An alternative reaction pathway from INT8
involves a hydrogen shift to INT9. However, the competing
transition state in the decomposition of INT8 to toluene plus
atomic hydrogen lies 90 kJ mol�1 below the transition state
connecting INT8 and INT9. Therefore, we can predict that
INT8 should fragment to the products rather than isomerize
to INT9. Since INT9 is suggested to be not accessible, so are
the pathways from INT9 to toluene plus atomic hydrogen and
benzene plus the methyl radical.

We are merging now the experimental and theoretical
data to gain an understanding of the underlying reaction
dynamics and of the reaction mechanism(s). A comparison of
the experimentally determined reaction energy of 369�
47 kJ mol�1 with the reaction energies to form isomers p1 to
p7 suggests that [D1]toluene plus atomic hydrogen (p7’+ p7’’)

Figure 2. Laboratory frame angular distribution of reactively scattered
species recorded at mass-to-charge, m/z, 93 (C7H7D

+) in the reaction
of [D1]ethynyl radicals with isoprene. C.M. designates the center-of-
mass angle. Full circles represent the experimental data while the solid
line represents the calculated distribution.

Figure 3. Center-of-mass translational-energy-flux distribution (upper)
and angular-flux distribution (lower) for the hydrogen atom loss
channel in the reaction of [D1]ethynyl with isoprene leading to C7H7D
isomer(s). The hatched areas indicate the acceptable upper and lower
limits of the fits accounting for the error limits and the gray solid line
defines the best-fit function.
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are synthesized. The computed energetics of 370� 5 kJmol�1

correlate well with the experimental data of 369�
47 kJ mol�1; the thermodynamically less stable isomers are
associated with reaction exoergicities of�40 to�116 kJmol�1

and cannot account for the experimental data alone. How-
ever, we cannot discount that besides [D1]toluene, p1, p2, p4,
and/or p6 are also synthesized. The reaction of the
[D1]ethynyl radical with isoprene follows indirect scattering
dynamics and is initiated by a barrierless addition of the
[D1]ethynyl radical to the sterically more accessible C1 and/or
C4 carbon atoms of the isoprene molecule leading to INT1
and INT4, which isomerize by ring closure to INT5 and INT6,
respectively. Successive hydrogen shifts yield INT7 and INT8,
which decompose through atomic hydrogen losses from the
C4 and C1 carbon atoms yielding two toluene isotopologues
(p7’, p7’’). For both pathways, tight exit transition states
located 25 and 21 kJmol�1 above the separated products were
predicted; considering the distribution maximum of the
center-of-mass translational energy distribution of
25 kJ mol�1, our experiments fully support the existence of
tight exit transition state(s). Further, the center-of-mass

angular distribution indicates that the hydrogen atom is
emitted almost perpendicularly to the decomposing inter-
mediates; these results are verified by our computations
depicting angles of about 828 of the atomic hydrogen loss
from INT7 and INT8 (Figure 5). Finally, our statistical

calculations support the formation of toluene as well. Con-
sidering an initial population of INT1 and INT4, fractions of
34 and 52% toluene formation are expected, with toluene
being formed predominantly through INT5 and INT6 under
our experimental conditions. These calculations further
suggest that in case of INT1 and INT4, 66 and 48% of the
acyclic reaction products p2 and p6 are formed.

In summary, we have elucidated the chemical dynamics of
the formation of [D1]toluene through a single collision event
of two neutral, noncyclic precursor molecules in the gas
phase. Since the reaction has no entrance barrier, is exoergic,
and all transition states involved are located below the energy
of the separated reactants, the reaction of ethynyl radicals
with isoprene can also lead to toluene not only in high-
temperature combustion flames, but also in low-temperature
environments such as in the cold molecular cloud TMC-1. The
substitution of the methyl group at the C2 carbon atom of
isoprene by any alkyl group might lead to the synthesis of
alkyl-substituted benzene molecules. This reaction class
presents therefore a facile and compelling alternative to the
formation of alkyl benzenes through reactions of benzene
with alkyl radicals with the latter being initiated only after
passing an entrance barrier to reaction. Consequently,
a hitherto unknown pathway to the formation of toluene
and alkyl-substituted benzenes is presented underscoring the
importance of ethynyl-radical-mediated formation of aro-
matic molecules in combustion flames from acyclic precursors
through barrierless and strongly exoergic reactions from
noncyclic precursor molecules.

Materials and Methods
Experimental section: The experiments were conducted under single
collision conditions using a crossed molecular beam apparatus.[20]

[D1]ethynyl radicals were generated through laser ablation of graph-
ite and seeding the ablated species in molecular deuterium. The latter
acted as a seeding and reactant gas. The molecular beam passed
a skimmer and a four-slot chopper wheel, which selected a segment of
the pulsed C2D (X2S+) beam of a well-defined peak velocity (vp =

2240� 40 ms�1) and speed ratio (S = 2.9� 0.5). The [D1]ethynyl beam
crossed a pulsed isoprene (C5H8; X1A’) beam (vp = 740� 10 ms�1, S =

Figure 4. Lowest energy pathways on the doublet C7H8D potential
energy surface (PES) leading to a) noncyclic and b) cyclic reaction
products. All energies are given in kJmol�1 relative to the reactant
energies. Deuterium atoms have been colored in black.

Figure 5. Computed geometries of the exit transition state leading to
the formation of [D1]toluene from intermediates INT7 and INT8.
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8.5� 0.2) perpendicularly in the interaction region at a collision
energy of 51.3� 1.8 kJmol�1. The reaction products were analyzed by
a rotatable mass spectrometer operated in the time-of-flight mode
and ionized by electron impact at 80 eV, passed a quadrupole mass
filter, and reached a Daly-type ion detector. The time-of-flight (TOF)
spectra were recorded at multiple angles and then integrated to
obtain the laboratory angular distribution. A forward-convolution
routine was used to fit the experimental data.[20]

Electronic structure calculations: The reactants, intermediates,
transition states, and products on the C7H8D potential energy surface
(PES) of the reaction of C2D with isoprene were calculated using the
hybrid density functional B3LYP[21] with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set.
Optimized Cartesian coordinates, unscaled vibrational frequencies,
moments of inertia, and zero-point energies (ZPE) were obtained at
this level of theory. The optimized Cartesian coordinates of all species
were used as single-point coupled cluster CCSD(T) calculations[22]

with Dunning�s correlation-consistent cc-pVTZ basis set.[23] The
GAUSSIAN 09[24] and MOLPRO 2010[25] program packages were
employed to carry out B3LYP and CCSD(T) calculations.
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